Abstract Acoustic models of resonant duct systems with turbulent flow depend on fitted constants based on expensive experimental test series.
Introduction

Motivation
Typically, when gases (compressible fluids) stream along a hollow space, acoustic and turbulent flow strongly couple. Many examples can be listed in which this coupling is of greatest importance. Noise silencers consisting of cavity arrays are installed in most duct systems, in which tonal noise (due to a constant operating frequency) needs to be reduced, among others: Air conditioning systems, ventilation plants, combustion engines. Beside silencing properties, cavities may give rise to desirable tones of wind instruments like transverse flutes and organs or undesired 'window buffeting' of moving vehicles. Acoustic cavity resonances may even cause severe material damage for instance in pipeline intersections.
Research Goal: Acoustic Model
Cavities under grazing turbulent flow are commonly surveyed [1] [2] [3] , mostly for industrial applications. In practice, series of many different cavity configurations are experimentally tested for a certain design goal, e.g. noise cancellation in [4] . An understanding of the underlying physical processes, especially of the acoustic turbulence interaction is missing. Such, there is a lack of easy applicable but realistic models, which are not dependent on expensive parameter studies.
In this work, we derive a new model of a Helmholtz resonator, which simplifies the design process and which is widely applicable due to a modular principle (Lumped-Element Method). By Helmholtz resonator, we mean an almost closed cavity except for a neck opening (s. Sect. 2). The Helmholtz resonator is excited by a grazing turbulent boundary layer (TBL) flow: In the present case, the thickness of the TBL is smaller than the streamwise extension of the neck, δ 99,neck < L x−neck . As a consequence, an unstable shear layer arises and thus a strong turbulence-acoustic interaction at the neck area is expected. Particularly, the new model will be specialized in this turbulence-acoustic interaction (s. Sect. 3.3.1), in contrast to common, purely acoustical descriptions. The novelty of the model is characterized by its refined parameters. The parameters are no longer meaningless fit parameters but replaced by clearly defined quantities with a physical meaning. Thereby, we focus especially on the convection velocity, which is the key factor to model the acoustic impedance of a neck with a shear layer (Sect. 3.3.2) . The model is optimized for a low Mach number flow and low-frequency acoustics, which are typical operating conditions of duct systems.
In the following, previously established models are briefly surveyed. Due to missing numerical studies (s. Sect. 2), they are predominantly based on experiments. Often, the resonance frequencies but not the amplitudes are predicted: An acoustic feedback mechanism of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at the neck is described by [5] ; [6] studied the additional coupling of these Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at the neck with the acoustic modes of an open cavity (valid for Mach numbers M > 0.2). Models which can predict the sound pressure level (SPL), too, usually are either based on severe theoretical simplifications [7, 8] or rely on empirical fits with a limited validity [2] .
This work is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the geometry and conditions of our reference DNS. In Sect. 3 the new Helmholtz resonator model is derived in three steps: Sect. 3.1 establishes the fundamental model structure. Sect. 3.2 implements the TBL as an acoustic source term into the model. Based on theoretical works, Sect. 3.3 generally redefines a model of the turbulence-acoustic interaction. The physical meaning and the validity of the model components is explained in Sect. 4 . A final model summary is made in Sect. 5. To conclude, Sect. 6 discusses the impact of the new model.
Reference Case: DNS of a Helmholtz Resonator under Grazing Turbulent Flow
This section introduces the setup of the reference case, in particular how it was obtained by means of a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). More details are published in [9] . A sketch of the geometry is provided in Fig. 1 . In streamwise x-direction, a zero-adverse-pressuregradient turbulent boundary layer streams over a rectangular cavity, which is flush-mounted inside the bottom wall. The cavity is connected via a rectangular neck (aka opening) with the flat-plate. The reference geometry is motivated by Golliard [2] . Experimentally Golliard investigated a Mach number range from 0.01 to 0.14 and δ 99,neck /L x−neck ratios (boundary layer thickness to streamwise neck length) from 0.7 to 5.5. This allows comparisons in Sect. 4.4. We conducted one DNS at a Mach number of M ∼ = 0.11 and at δ 99,neck /L x−neck ∼ = 0.7.
To our knowledge, we conducted for the first time a DNS of this setup without simplification of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. In case a cavity with a neck is considered (Helmholtz resonator) the inflowing TBL is often missing [10] [11] [12] or not all system scales are resolved, but some form of turbulence model is assumed [13] . The geometrically closest match is the simulation of a cylindric cavity by [14] . An acoustic solver (Lighthill's analogy) with source terms given by an incompressible fluid flow cannot be used due to the expected non-linear coupling of the TBL and the sound field in the neck region.
In order to simulate 30 ms of physical time, we invested 7 × 10 6 CPU-hours with a grid composed of 1.2 × 10 9 grid points. Due to the computational cost, a parameter study is only experimentally feasible. But in contrast to an experiment, our single DNS run supplies a dataset of all flow variables at all times and spaces (20 terabytes were stored.). We will evaluate this reference dataset to identify major and minor mechanisms and to legitimate our model assumptions. Below the flat-plate flow, the rectangular cavity of the resonator is mounted. All units are given in terms of the boundary layer thickness, defined at the neck center δ 99,neck = 9.28 mm. Around the neck, the grid is further refined as indicated by the zoom window.
The New Helmholtz Resonator Model
In the following Sect. 3.1 the basic model structure of a Helmholtz resonator with a TBL flow is introduced. The model consists of acoustical elements and flow-related elements. The focus in this paper is to newly derive all flow-related elements (purely acoustical elements stem from [2] ). The two flow-related elements are the TBL, which serves as a broadband source term for the new model (selected in Sect. 3.2), and the most important flow-acoustic interaction element of the neck (defined in Sect. 3.3).
Basic Model Structure
Based on the Lumped-Element method [15] , the underlying basic model structure is
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , Eq. 1 relates the acoustic pressure p top and the acoustic volume flux v top above the cavity ("top" position) with the acoustic pressure at the bottom of the cavity ("bot" position with a hard wall i.e. v bot = 0). The Lumped-Element method assumes linear one-dimensional plane harmonic waves with the relation ω = kc of frequency, wavevector, and speed of sound, respectively. The standard transfer matrix M cavity describes acoustic wave propagation in y-direction inside the cavity with the constant cross-section S cavity , the characteristic impedance Y cavity = S cavity /ρc and the cavity height L y−cavity . Emphasis is to be laid on the neck impedance Z neck , which combines all effects related to the neck geometry and the flow. Its detailed discussion follows. Fig. 1 ). The red horizontal lines mark the start and end surfaces of the elements. The cavity has a height L y−cavity and a constant cross-section S cavity . The cavity and the neck have the same spanwise depth L z−cavity = L z−neck .
Typical challenges in dealing with acoustically-resonant cavities are either to silence existing tonal noise or to prevent cavity resonances before they happen (Sect. 1.1). In the first case the transfer or damping function of external acoustic waves passing by the cavity is seeked (i.e. Z top = p top /v top of Eq. 1). In the second case the penetration of acoustic waves into the cavity resonator is of interest (i.e. p bot /p top of Eq. 1). As a proof of concept, this work discusses the second case exclusively, the prediction of the sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum at the bottom of the cavity:
being Φ the power spectral density of pressure and T = |p bot /p top | 2 the transmission function. Without constraints, the model elements, explicitly derived in this paper, can be directly applied in the first case, too. The source term Φ top of Eq. 2 will be specified in Sect. 3.2.
In the following, the transmission function T is derived from Eq. 1. Flow related and purely acoustical effects are separated from each other by different impedance elements: Fig. 2 qualitatively illustrates the horizontal positions of these three neck elements separated by red lines. The separation brings the advantage of differentiating and investigating physical effects independently. An individual element can be adapted to the specific application. Z jump and Z rad are purely acoustical elements: Z jump accounts for the cross-section jump between the cavity and the neck; Z rad describes the radiation losses of a neck opening mounted in an infinitely extended plate (infinite flange). All interactions of acoustic waves with the shearing flow around the cavity opening are incorporated in Z f low . We split the real and imaginary-valued part of each impedance element according to Z = (r + ikl)Y . Altogether (analogous to [2] ) the transmission function for Eq. 2 derived from Eq. 1 is
∆ r = S ratio (r f low + r rad ) the energy transfer,
and S ratio = S cavity /S neck the cross-section surface ratio. Λ l can be related to the total effective length of the cavity including all length corrections. Its zeros are the longitudinal angular y-wavenumbers k = ω/c of the cavity: The first zero corresponds to the Helmholtz base frequency; the second zero is the largest y-wavelength fitting into the cavity and so on. The total resistance ∆ r can be interpreted as amplitude modulation of acoustic waves (sign dependent excitation or damping). To determine the transmission function T of Eq. 3, its impedance elements Z jump , Z f low , Z rad must be specified first. The purely acoustical elements (no-flow)
are adapted from Golliard [2] . The key point of this paper is to derive the flow related impedance Z f low = (r f low +ikl f low )Y neck fail-safe (s. Sect. 3.3), which is missing in the transmission function T (Eq. 4 and Eq. 5).
Model Source Term of a Turbulent Boundary Layer
The examined Helmholtz resonator is driven by a TBL. In this section, we select the source term Φ top of the new model, that most realistically models the natural broadband excitation generated by a TBL. First, we evaluate the SPL frequency spectrum of the DNS data. Second, we adopt a validated generally usable model to the present case.
To set up the source term Φ top (ω) of Eq. 2 we need to determine the power spectrum of pressure fluctuations below an undisturbed TBL (y = 0). Because the TBL of the DNS described in Sect. 2 is disturbed by the presence of the cavity, in this section, we will evaluate a second DNS without a cavity but with the same conditions otherwise. Details of this undisturbed TBL simulation are specified in [9] . As an intermediate step, the Φ top (k x , ω) power spectra of the DNS are calculated by a Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) in space and time (Wiener-Khinchin theorem, for details s. [9] ). This more comprehensive k x − ω representation is needed later in Sect. 3.3. As the spatial input of the DFT, two different top-hat windows (L x−DFT = 1.5 δ 99,neck , 7.5 δ 99,neck ) in the streamwise direction of the TBL are selected (at the bottom wall y = 0). The DFT output is averaged over all spanwise z locations. In this section (in contrast to Sect. 3.3) the k x − ω−spectra are averaged over all k x , where k x is the streamwise wavevector. The two resulting narrowband SPL(ω) are displayed in Fig. 3 . The evaluable DNS time window of 20 ms results in a narrowband frequency bin of f bin = 1/T = 50 Hz.
To set up a generally applicable model source term, which is valid for different kinds of TBL flows, we compared different spectral models to our DNS spectra. In conclusion, we found that the model of Goody [16] is the best fit for the present TBL. This is consistent with the review paper of [17] . Goody's model features the typical Strouhal number scaling St T BL = ωδ 99 /u 0 , a prefactor ρ 2 w τ w 4 δ 99 /u 0 like the model by Chase [18] , an correct exponential growth with ω 2 at low frequencies, an exponential decay with ω −5 at high frequencies, and a wall friction Reynolds number Re τ dependency:
The lower index "w" denotes quantities defined at the wall. In Fig. 3 , beside the DNS SPL, Eq. 7 is evaluated and displayed, too. Goody's model agrees with the DNS within an accuracy of ±2 dB for all frequencies above 300 Hz. Only the offset constant C of Eq. 7 was increased from 3 to 25 (+9 dB) to fit the DNS data. This is comparable to the increase needed to match the Chase model in [2] . Hence, the value of C is likely to be valid in other similar cases, too. The first four frequency bins are overestimated by the DFT, due to the noise levels of the short DNS time series available (20 ms, s. Sect. 2). Ideally, to calculate a universal TBL spectrum, the streamwise input signal length L x−DFT DFT is as long as possible. However, by comparing the two different L x−DFT lengths in Fig. 3 , no substantial differences occur. The wavenumber filtering caused by the spatial confinement (i.e. finite neck opening L x−neck ) is negligible. Therefore, the TBL spectrum by Goody's model can be utilized directly as a source term of the Helmholtz resonator model Φ top = Φ T BL , which acts on the localized surface of the neck only. Goody's model is generally usable without DNS because it is only dependent on universal TBL parameters (δ 99 , u 0 , Re τ , . . . ).
Flow-Acoustic Interaction of an Opening with a Vortex Sheet Redefined
This section elaborates on the central impedance element Z f low of the new Helmholtz resonator model: the incorporation of the interaction between the shearing flow around the cavity opening and the acoustic waves resonating inside the cavity. So far the source term Φ top of Eq. 2 describes the outer undisturbed TBL source, only.
In the next Sect. 3.3.1, Z f low = (r f low + ikl f low )Y neck of the transmission function T (Eq. 3) is linked in a new way to Howe's theory [19] . Finally, Sect. 3.3.2 completely defines Z f low . The novelty of the new definition lies in a more general description. Later, in Sect. 4.2, a physical reinterpretation of the new definition is given.
Conversion of Howe's Rayleigh Conductivity into an Acoustic Impedance Element
To legitimate the use of Howe's extensive theoretical work on the Rayleigh conductivity of apertures in turbulent flow we evaluate the DNS data around the neck opening first. The incoming boundary layer thickness is smaller than the streamwise neck length. As a result, an unstable shear layer with Kelvin-Helmholtz waves arises inside the neck zone. In Fig. 4 (b) vorticity isosurfaces with ∇ × u = ±3000 Hz are depicted. A secondary vortex sheet covering all the opening surface at constant height y = 0 can be visually distinguished from the dominant streaks of the incoming TBL. For a better understanding, this vortex sheet is colored red and blue. This secondary vortex sheet leads to a reattachment of the TBL on the wall for a small stretch downstream of the neck: In Fig. 4 (b) for about one L x−neck downstream of the neck length no (white) spacing between the lowest TBL whirls and the plate is visible. Inside the cavity, whirls are only present in the immediate vicinity of the opening. The size ratio of the small neck and the large cavity is apparent in Fig. 4 (a) . The same is true for a snapshot at another time or for a different vorticity frequency than 3000 Hz. Inside the cavity, except the neck region, we observe nearly zero flow and acoustical phenomena dominate.
Based on these observations, the following assumptions for the Helmholtz resonator model are reasonable: Acoustic waves can propagate inside the cavity without any fluid related effects. The crucial interaction of the acoustic waves with the turbulent flow is restricted to the vortex sheet of the opening. The vortex sheet is very thin compared to the acoustic wavelengths of interest (cavity size and larger).
Under these assumptions, Howe's model of acoustic waves tunneling perpendicular through an opening with an infinitely thin vortex sheet (caused by grazing flow) can be used. Howe models the local y-displacement ζ (x, z) of the vortex sheet dependent on the frequency ω of the tunneling acoustic wave, the xz-shape of the neck (not dependent on 
being p ± the acoustic pressure above and below the opening, and v = v + = v − the total acoustic volume flux through the opening. K R includes no-flow effects (due to the narrowing of the neck), too. In contrast to the present DNS case, Howe considers an opening inside an infinite extended and infinite thin wall. Considering the left part of Eq. 8 as equivalent to the transfer matrix M neck (Z neck = (r neck + ikl neck )Y neck ) of Eq. 1, we derive the relation
Positive reactance r neck > 0 implies acoustic damping, which is equivalent to
The tilde of l neck and r neck is needed, to denote Howe's different geometry. Since only the impedance Z f low of the vortex sheet tunneling process itself is required to complete the new Helmholtz resonator model, we simply subtract the dispensable no-flow part from both sides of Eq. 9. In that way, effects of Howe's infinite extended wall are excluded. Z f low becomes
being K R 0 = lim u 0 →0 K R the Rayleigh conductivity in the case of an opening without flow nor vortex sheet.
To determine the Rayleigh conductivity K R , the vortex sheet displacement ζ (x, z) of Eq. 8 needs to be computed. For arbitrary xz-shapes of the opening, the vortex sheet displacement ζ (x, z) can be determined by numerically solving the conditional equation
for all locations x = (x, z) T ∈ S neck of the opening surface [20] . σ 1,2 are Kelvin-Helmholtz wavenumbers dependent on the Strouhal number St neck of the vortex sheet:
β = 1 implies a real-valued wavenumber σ 1,2 scaling with St neck . Only in case β = 1 the wavenumber becomes complex, i.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves e iσ x are amplified. In case of simple geometries like a rectangular neck with L z−neck L x−neck as in the present case (cf. Fig. 1), ζ (x, z) can be analytically determined [7] . The solution
will be utilized to evaluate Z f low of the Helmholtz resonator model for the present setup. By now we derived all lumped impedance terms (r's and l's) of the transmission function T (Eq. 3) for the new Helmholtz resonator model (Eq. 2). With Eq. 10 we formally linked the impedance element Z f low = (r f low +ikl f low )Y neck to Howe's K R . However, both the analytical (Eq. 13) and the numerical solution (Eq. 11) of K R are dependent on two unknown constants: the characteristic flow velocities u ± (s. σ 1,2 of Eq. 11). Most users fit u ± to match their particular case only. To solve this outstanding issue of Howe's theory, we propose a general usable u ± definition in the next Sect. 3.3.2.
Convection Velocities in Howe's Theory: A Refined, Unique Definition
Below, we derive a novel, unique definition of the parameters u ± of Eq. 12, which are governing Howe's Rayleigh conductivity of an opening, i.e. the impedance r f low and l f low (Eq. 10). Though the theory of Howe is widely-used, u ± are unclearly defined so far. Sometimes u ± are referred to as a mean velocity [19] , sometimes interpreted as turbulent convection velocity [21] . This section begins with a definition of the general convection velocity u c (Eq. 14). u c varies depending on the spatial position and frequency. Then, the four-dimensional field u c is spectrally and spatially averaged to deduce the single parameter u + (Eq. 15), which best represents the neck vortex sheet velocity, within Howe's theory. β is set as a constant (Eq. 16). In doing so, u + and β become universally applicable quantities and gain a physical meaning.
General Convection Velocity u u u c c c The turbulent convection velocity is an ill-defined property, which describes the speed of vortices in general. Depending on the application, many definitions exist [22, 23] , both in real and spectral space. The definitions range from broadband or group velocities to narrowband or phase velocities. Sometimes the definitions depend on spatial (wavelength) and temporal (frequency) length-scales, sometimes averages are taken into account.
A common, robust definition of the narrow band convection velocity u c is the convective ridge maximum of the SPL k x − ω−spectrum [24] :
Below, we will demonstrate how to apply Eq. 14 on the k x − ω−spectrum provided by our DNS of the undisturbed TBL (s. previous Sect. 3.2). Subsequently, we will calculate the general convection velocity in the more complex case of a TBL with a cavity, which is needed to derive a new definition for u + .
In Fig. 5 the full DNS spectrum of the undisturbed TBL is shown. This more detailed k x − ω−representation separates acoustical and fluid-related (so-called convective) contributions. All acoustic fluctuations are located around the frequency axis between the phase velocities u 0 ± c, while most fluid related pressure fluctuations are centered around the convective ridge with a phase velocity below the free stream velocity u 0 . Inside the convective ridge, most energy is stored, which is also reflected by the highest sound pressure levels. The maxima of the convective ridge, which define the general convection velocity u c (Eq. 14), are marked by blue and green bullets. In the interest of a clearer presentation, these maxima are replotted in Fig. 6 . At around ωδ * /u 0 ≈ f δ 99 /u 0 ≈ 0.3 the convection velocity over the frequency exhibits a typical maximal curvature in accordance with Viazzo et al. [25] , Gloerfelt and Berland [26] and Hu et al. [27] , where δ * is the displacement thickness. Above this maximal curvature, the convection velocity remains approximately constant. In the following subsection, we will use this characteristic z-averaged shape of u c to define u + . To accurately determine the maxima the calculation of a narrow band k x − ω−spectrum requires a resolution which fully resolves the location of the convective ridge in time and space (like our DNS [9] or the experiment by Arguillat et al. [28] ). Measurements which are based on only a few microphones are incorrect, due to the known frequency and scale dependencies (i.e. streamwise probe separation) of the convection velocity [26, 29] . Integral definitions of the convection velocity like in Alamo and Jiménez [23] are not recommended in the present case of a distorted TBL since the convective ridge does not decay rapidly at high |k x | or ω. This implies that the integral definition depends on the integration limits (of k x or ω), which in turn depend on the data sampling rate.
In case a cavity is present below the general convection velocity u c can be equally calculated. However, the acoustic range (defined between u 0 + c and u 0 − c) should be excluded from the determination of the maximum k max (Eq. 14), because localized SPL peaks of cavity modes can exceed the SPL of the convective ridge. u u u + Definition Based on the characteristic frequency dependence of the general convection velocity u c z , the first step to spectrally define u + is to average u c Sr,z between ωδ * /u 0 = 0.3 and ωδ * /u 0 = 3 (denoted by blue bullets). Just the upper bound is arbitrary. At least a shift of the upper bound has a marginal influence on the convection velocity because u c z is roughly constant around Sr = 3 (s. Fig. 6 ) and decays only slowly at high frequencies far beyond Sr = 3. Beside this spectral determination of the convection velocity, u c Sr will be also spatially confined to define u + . Typically, larger TBL streaks occur further away from the no-slip wall, in faster moving fluid regions. Consequently, the convection velocity increases with the streamwise length of the input signal L x−DFT . An asymptotic value of the frequency and z-averaged convection velocity u c Sr,z /u 0 ≈ 0.7 is reached as soon as the largest streaks of the TBL are captured by the streamwise signal window. For the definition of u + , only the structures which fit into the neck are of interest. In the case of a TBL with a flush-mounted cavity, the natural window length to calculate the SPL k x − ω−spectrum is the neck dimension. Only inside the neck surface S neck the vortex sheet is modeled by Howe (Eq. 11). Hence, the streamwise DFT window is set equal to the streamwise neck length: L x−DFT = L x−neck . In the following, the notation u c implies an average over ωδ * /u 0 ∈ [0.3, 3.0] and over S neck .
So far, the convection velocity u c , which is averaged over x, z, and ω, still depends on y. In the following, this y dependency of u c is examined, before the characteristic height y + is selected, which ultimately defines u + = u c (y = y + ). For this purpose, the DNS data of our reference case (s. Sect. 2) is further evaluated.
In Fig. 7 u c (y) is contrasted with the mean velocity u x (y). For comparison, the same quantities of a plain TBL without a cavity are charted, too. The mean velocity u x of the shear layer at the opening (cf. Fig. 4 ) is greater than the plain TBL profile near the wall. Only for y > 0.1δ 99,neck both cases, with and without mounted cavity, coincide (consistent with the analytical Van-Driest profile [9] ). The convection velocity u c increases with increasing wall distance, as noted before. Remarkably, u c even exceeds u x near the wall in the viscous sublayer. A possible explanation is that u c is a phase velocity (s. Eq. 14) and not a group velocity. In the study of [23] , the same behavior appears. By comparing the case with an opening to the undisturbed TBL, we find an even lower u c , despite a higher u x . We can assume that the newly formed eddies of the upstream edge have to be accelerated first so that the average (eddy) convection velocity drops.
In order to identify a characteristic height y + , we show in Fig. 8 a whole series of boundary layer profiles (z and time-averaged) at different streamwise neck positions, starting with the upstream edge. The colormap varies from black to yellow with increasing x. Beautifully, the first two inflection points of the profile have a constant height y for all streamwise x positions within the accuracy of the DNS mesh with dx + = 1.5. An upper "+" indicates δ ν normalization. A third top inflection point scattering around y/δ 99 = 0.08 is not marked to keep the Fig. 8 clear. The curvature of the two outer inflection points (first and third) meets the Fjørtoft's criterion necessary for a shear layer instability [30] in contrast to the second inner inflection point. To conclude the determination of u + , we select the second central inflection point (located between the two others), as the characteristic location of the neck shear layer y + = y central inflection pt. :
being u c defined by Eq. 14 and averaged over S neck and ωδ * /u 0 ∈ [0.3, 3.0]. In the present case the point of inflection is y + + = 6 ± 1.5 (y + = 0.31 ± 0.08mm), which results according to Fig. 7 in u + /u 0 = 0.39 ± 0.03. u + directly scales with u 0 here. This u 0 dependency is in agreement with experiments carried out at various velocities u 0 ∈ [5m/s, 47m/s] (see the following Fig. 9, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 in Sect. 4). Thus, we set up a robust u + definition. β β β Definition As the most obvious approach, corresponding to the common original interpretation of u ± , we set β = u − /u + to be proportional to the mean velocities u x below and above the opening. Though, we will clarify in the following, that this choice is incapable to describe a realistic opening with a vortex sheet. Subsequently, an alternative definition is suggested. In the present case of one-sided flow, the obvious (but discarded) approach results in the hypothetical proportional relation β = u x (y = δ * − )/ u x (y = δ * + ) ∝ 1/u 0 , where δ * ± represent a measure of the shear layer thickness above and below the opening. Since δ * ± typically grows linearly in streamwise x direction [31, Sect. 5.4.2], β is roughly x independent. δ * + is approximated as the location, where the difference between the shear layer profile and the plane TBL profile falls until 0.1u 0 . Furthermore, we set δ * − = δ * + . In case of the DNS data with u 0 = 38.5 m/s we get β = 8/u 0 = 0.21. However, this u 0 dependency is not reflected by experiments. As an alternative, the best fit of Z f low (see the following Sect. 4.1) and the complete Helmholtz resonator model (Sect. 4.4) with Golliard's experiments is achieved with a constant β ≡ 0.21 (16) relation, which is valid for different u 0 ∈ [5m/s, 47m/s] (s. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 ). This definition of β remains to be further investigated (more comments follow in Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 4.2). , is typical for all kind of neck geometries like circles, rectangles or triangles [20] . The coupling of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and acoustic waves can be viewed similarly to Rossiter's feedback mechanism. The crucial difference is that Rossiter's selfgenerated sound waves propagate upstream in the vortex alley, while in the present model (Sect. 3.3.1) external plane waves transversally pass through the vortex sheet. The impact of u + and β on Z f low is as follows: u + determines the main frequency scaling, which relates the Strouhal number St neck and the frequency f (s. Eq. 12). If u + is modified, the entire Fig. 9 remains unchanged with the sole exception of the upper frequency axis. Such Z f low plotted over St neck (as in Fig. 9 ) allows a universal representation. β tunes In doing so, the new bulges have a slowly, shrinking amplitude with higher frequency, while the amplitude and position of the low-frequency bulges remain almost the same. Here, our definition of β = 0.21 by Eq. 16 overestimates low-frequency and underestimates high-frequency amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 9 . This discrepancy is an indication that the single parameter β of Howe's theory is not sufficient to accurately describe low and high-frequency amplitudes simultaneously.
A New View on the Model Parameters u + and β
In conclusion of Sect. 3.3 and Sect. 4.1, a reinterpretation of u + and β suggests itself. We propose to consider u + as the central vortex sheet velocity, i.e. the convection velocity at the central inflection point of the neck shear layer. Hence u + is a central quantity of the vortex sheet, rather than a velocity located above the vortex sheet as suggested by the lower "+" index. In the following, the plus sign is kept to remind of its origin within Howe's theory. Instead of understanding β only as a velocity ratio u − /u + (Eq. 12), β should be more universally regarded as a measure of the shear layer growth within the opening. Other than the mean velocity difference below and above the vortex sheet u x ± (original interpretation), the growth of the shear layer thickness is likely to be affected by the opening thickness L y−neck and the relative, incoming boundary layer thickness δ 99 /L x−neck . The motivation to regard β as a general measure of the shear layer growth is as follows: In the limit β = 1, Z f low (s. Fig. 9 ) has contributions (bulges) over the whole frequency range (and a purely imaginary-valued Kelvin-Helmholtz wave exponent of Eq. 11). If high frequencies have a larger influence, small structures are more important, which indicates a thin vortex sheet and a minimal shear layer growth. By contrast, in the limit β = 0, Z f low has only low-frequency components, large structures are dominant, which requires a rapid shear layer growth within the streamwise opening length. Howe [19, Sect. 5.3.6] himself argues that the conductivity of an opening in two-sided flow, in practice, is actually similar to the case of one-sided flow, because of the finite L y−neck thickness (not infinitely thin as theoretically assumed). In other words, the recirculation area (caused by thicker plate) at the upstream side of the opening enhances the shear layer growth and therefore can be represented by an effectively smaller β . To sum up, β is (at least) a function of u x ± , L y−neck , and δ 99 /L x−neck . It remains to prove and explicitly quantify these predictions about the qualitative behavior of β .
Validation of the Helmholtz Resonator Model
The application of the complete Helmholtz resonator model (Eq. 2 with Eq. 3 and Eq. 7) is presented in Fig. 10 . Here the SPL narrowband spectrum at the bottom of the cavity is shown. At the bottom of a cavity unsteady, acoustical pressure fluctuations dominate (cf. Fig. 4 ). This has the advantage that without a Helmholtz decomposition the power spectral density Φ bot of the pressure is directly related to the SPL. As a comparison, the xz averaged SPL of the DNS and the experimental SPL of Golliard [2, Golliard's experiment [2] Golliard's empirical model [2] New Helmholtz resonator model (Eq. 2) Zeros of the energy transfer term ∆ r (Eq. 5) Zeros of the length term Λ l (Eq. 4) Fig. 10 : Narrow-band SPL spectrum ( f bin = 50 Hz) centered at the bottom of the Helmholtz cavity (setup s. Fig. 1 ). For comparison, the measured SPL and the empirical model of [2] are shown. x-and z-cavity modes, which are not part of the model, begin at 1700 Hz. This explains the deviation starting near this frequency.
length term Λ l (Eq. 4) are denoted by violet circles: The first SPL peak of Fig. 10 at 300 Hz is the Helmholtz base frequency. The second peak at 1200 Hz is the first vertical y-cavity mode. Below 1500 Hz the SPL of the new model, the experiment, and the DNS deviates by ±7dB. x-or z-cavity modes begin at 1700 Hz (c/2L x−cavity , where c is the speed of sound). Hence, the negative deviation of the model at 1700 Hz is expected. By virtue of simplicity, these higher transverse x-or z-modes are not included in the model because they are beyond the typical range of operation. Zeros of the energy transfer term ∆ r (Eq. 5) are denoted by red stars. Here the interchange between acoustical and fluid energy is balanced over the time average. Since the ratio S ratio = S neck /S cavity = 0.14 of Eq. 3 is small, they hardly contribute to the overall SPL at the cavity bottom. Only in the DNS results, small local increases are visible at zero resistance (red stars in Fig. 10 ). However, this might be up to the noise due to the limited time series available of 20ms (restriction of DNS resources).
Golliard's empirical model is only evaluated within its frequencies validity range. Thereby, the frequency prediction of the first vertical y-cavity mode is in agreement with the other curves, however, a constant negative offset of about −10dB appears.
Validity Range of the Helmholtz Resonator Model
During the derivation of the model, the focus is on universal definitions of the governing parameters. However, the reference data is provided by one single DNS run with u 0 = 38.5m/s (Sect. 2). To demonstrate its universal validity, the model is evaluated for the whole velocity range from 5m/s to 47m/s (M ∈ [0.01, 0.14]) measured by Golliard [2] . In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 the SPL model spectra can be compared with the experimental measurements, respectively. To a great extent, both figures are in agreement at all velocities.
The zeros of the effective length Λ l (Eq. 4, dotted black mainly vertical lines) are predominantly geometry dependent so that the position of the Helmholtz base frequency (at 304 Hz) and the first vertical y-cavity mode (at 1154 Hz) are almost velocity independent. In contrast, the zeros of the energy transfer ∆ r (Eq. 5, dashed white diagonal lines), which correspond to a balanced energy interchange between the acoustical and the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves, scale as expected with the free stream velocity u 0 . The overlap of both resonance conditions leads to a strong nonlinear interaction of the vortex-sheet with the cavity modes. A qualitative similar behavior of these resonance conditions is also observed for example by Yang's [32] experimental study of deep, open cavities (without a neck). The new Helmholtz resonator model successfully predicts where the occurring physical phenomena are coupled: the Helmholtz base frequency strongly couples with the Kelvin-Helmholtz waves of the neck between 5 m/s and 23 m/s, resulting in a SPL beyond 120dB (s. Fig. 11 ). It is known that such high sound pressure levels cause a scattering to higher harmonics [33] . Experimentally these higher harmonics are visible in Fig. 12 at 330, 660, 990 and 1320 Hz. The model predicts the initial resonance condition at ≈ 300 Hz and u 0 ∈ [5 m/s, 23 m/s], but no scattered higher harmonics (nonlinear effect). The right prediction of the resonance conditions by Λ δ (u + , β ) and ∆ r (u + , β ) for the frequencies f ∈ [0, 1500 Hz] and for the Mach numbers M ∈ [0.01, 0.14] verifies the new u + (Eq. 15) and β (Eq. 16) definitions, within these ranges. Fig. 12: Measured SPL spectrum extracted from [2] for the same conditions as in Fig. 11 (effective f bin = 4.3 Hz, original f bin,exp = 1 Hz). The dotted black and the white lines are a copy from Fig. 11 . Lines which are only present in Fig. 12 are artifacts caused by the data extraction.
Model Summary
The Helmholtz resonator model as given by Eq. 3 and Eq. 7 with its generalized parameters u + and β is ready for use. An industrial user can directly apply it, by evaluating Φ bot = T (Z neck , S neck , S cavity , k L y−cavity ) Φ T BL (ω, δ 99,neck , u 0 , u τ , ρ w , ν).
Thereby, the neck impedance is given in detail by Z neck = Z jump (S neck , S cavity ) + Z f low (L x−neck , St neck , β ) + Z rad (L x−neck , L z−neck ),
where the individual impedance elements originate from Eq. 6 and Eq. 10. The new u + is determined as follows: First, the k x − ω−spectrum is calculated exactly above the neck surface at a constant height of the central inflection point of the shear layer. Second, the convection velocity u c is derived as the phase velocity ω/k x of the pressure k x − ω−spectrum at the convective ridge (maximum). Third, u + is the mean of u c ( f ) for f δ 99,neck /u 0 ∈ [0.3, 3.0] and for all spanwise neck positions (Eq. 15). In the present case of one-sided flow, β is defined as constant 0.21 (Eq. 16). The model is validated for low frequencies below the cutoff of higher transverse cavity modes ( f ∈ [0, 1500 Hz]) and for low Mach numbers from 0.01 to 0.14 (Sect. 4.4). These ranges comply with typical operating conditions of duct systems. The model is based on a modular design (Eq. 1), which guarantees a flexible use and expandability.
Conclusion
Altogether, by combining and carrying on works by Goody, Howe, and Golliard we established a new model of a Helmholtz resonator in grazing flow. The derivation of the model is based on DNS data. Goody's model is selected as the most realistic acoustic source term of a TBL and adapted to our model (Sect. 3.2).
The physical key point of this paper is the correct description of the turbulence-acoustic interaction. The understanding of the related energy interchange is vital to predicting acoustical damping or excitation. To this end, Howe's extensive theory of this interaction is put on a new physical footing and incorporated in the new model.
The main contribution is the novel definition and reinterpretation of the parameters u + and β , which are governing Howe's theory. So far, these parameters are empirically fitted depending on the particular application. Now u + and β are uniquely defined and directly related to physically significant quantities: u + is the central, temporal and spatial specified convection velocity of the neck shear layer. 1/β is a measure of the shear layer growth (Sect. 4.2).
Because the turbulence-acoustic interaction is based on Howe's simplified impedance model (s. Sect. 3.3.1), some restriction apply: Effects caused by a modified wall thicknesses L y−neck or induced by an altered boundary layer thickness δ 99 require to set up an extended database and to re-evaluate u + , β by using their new universal definitions derived here (continuation option of this work).
By applying the new u + , β definitions to the DNS data and by comparison with experiments by other researchers it is shown that changes in the frequency or the free stream velocity (Sect. 4.4) have an appropriate impact on the final model predictions. Different free stream velocities u 0 , frequencies f and most geometry modifications 1 can be studied within the ranges f ∈ [0, 1500 Hz], M ∈ [0.01, 0.14]. Hence, the change of outer parameters is now traceably linked to governing parameters, which in turn directly update the model predictions. For instance, a larger free stream velocity u 0 increases the convection velocity u + . The updated Strouhal number St neck (u + ) then newly determines at which frequencies acoustic energy is damped or excited (sign of ∆ r , Eq. 5) and restates the resonance condition of the instability waves of the opening and the cavity modes depending on the frequency and the velocity u 0 (cf. Fig. 11) . A priori, rather than by expensive tests, the sound spectrum can be directly tuned for frequencies of interest.
